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ABSTRACT 
 
One of the primary goals of telemetry post processing is to format received data for 
review and analysis.  This occurs by both displaying processed data on video monitors 
and by printing out the results to hardcopy media.  Controlling access (i.e. viewing) of 
telemetry data in soft form (i.e. video monitor) is achieved by utilizing the existing 
framework of authentication and authorization on the client/server machines hosting the 
telemetry data (and post processing applications).  Controlling access to hardcopy output 
has historically been much more problematic.  This paper discusses how to implement 
secure printing services for telemetry post processing applications. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Securing hard copy output requires special hardware services at the printer, a dedicated 
secure print management server, and client software.  After discussing the architecture of 
a secure print system, an example will be given to illustrate how such a system could be 
integrated into an existing telemetry post processing environment to secure hardcopy 
output of telemetry data. 
 

PRINT SECURITY 
 
While much work has been done over the past years to enhance the security of IT 
networks (e.g. firewalls, intrusion detection, etc.) very little has been done to address 
print security. Most of today’s so called “secure printing” product offerings are “point 
solutions.”  These products address narrow security challenges and don’t integrate well 
into a network framework from a system-wide perspective.  Most are implemented 
incorrectly from a security standpoint and thus provide customers with a false sense of 
security.  Table 1 shows some of the most popular security features in some popular 
commercial printer products. 
 

 
 
 
 



 
Table 1.  Some Printer Security Features 

 
Feature Vendors that offer this capability 
  
PIN Protected Output 6 
No Security Features 4 
Overwrite Print Job 2 
Print Server Audit 2 
Print Job Encryption (by negotiated key) 2 
Configurable Network Services 2 
Password Protected Setup Screens 1 
Removable Hard Disks 1 
 
To provide an example of how vendors have implemented security features 
inappropriately, consider print job overwrite.  Job overwrite sounds like a good idea (i.e. 
make sure data on disk is overwritten after output), but it really is a symptom of a weak 
security architecture.  Disks or memory should never contain clear data, data should 
always be encrypted, and if in the clear, the memory or disk should be protected in a 
FIPS 140-2 boundary.  As another example consider PIN protected output.  Again a good 
idea, but if the PIN is transported unencrypted, just how secure is it? 
 

TELEMETRY PRINT SECURITY 
 
Hardcopy print out of post processed telemetry data has always been a valuable medium 
for analysts to review data.  There are three general models for printer utilization in 
telemetry processing environments.  In the first model the print device is next to the 
analyst’s computer workstation.  In the second model, the printing device is near the 
analyst, but perhaps in another room. In the third model, the printing device is another 
building or at a remote location.   
 
Printer security threats generally occur in three forms: at the printing device, at a spooling 
device, and in transit to the printer.   Security threats at the printer include individuals 
picking up data not intended for them, or printing out information inappropriate for a 
printing device.  For instance, it would be incorrect to output classified telemetry data on 
a printer only approved to print out unclassified data.  Security threats are always present 
when print data is moved from a client to the printer.  If the data were to be intercepted 
before it reached the printer, the print data could be compromised.  Finally, if the print 
data is spooled to an intermediate device (such as a print server), the data could also be 
compromised given that the spool device is not protected.  Table 2 summarizes these 
threat scenarios. 
. 

 
 
 
 



Table 2. Telemetry Print Security Scenarios 
 
 Illicit 

Pick Up 
Improper 
Routing 

Compromise 
in Transit 

Compromise 
in Spooler 

Printer co-resident No Yes Yes Yes 
Printer in near office Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Printer in remote 
building 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 
 
In the all three telemetry output models the print security threats are high.  Only in the 
first model case is one threat mitigated, since an analyst sitting next to a print device can 
monitor who picks up output sent to the printer.  Observe this is only transitory security, 
when the analyst is not present he cannot even monitor his own personal printer. 
 

THE SECURE PRINT SOLUTION 
 
An important underlying premise of a secure print solution is that it is a policy-based.  It 
will allow an organization to define identity and document management policy rules that 
will control print out.  Organizations will be able to directly translate their written 
security policies on control of documents into equivalent print server directives, so that 
when a document is printed, document security policies are maintained.   
 
Another characteristic of the solution is that, wherever possible, the solution elements be 
FIPS 140-2 certified [1].  The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has 
established a Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) that specifies the security 
requirements within a system protecting sensitive information pertaining to cryptographic 
operations. The standard defines four increasing levels of security.  Level 1 defines the 
lowest level—no specific physical security mechanisms are required however one 
“approved” NIST cryptographic algorithm (e.g. AES) or security function must be 
utilized.  Level 2 includes a requirement of physical tamper evidence (e.g. tamper evident 
coatings or seals on containers housing the electronics).  It also specifies role-based 
authentication for security officer interaction with the cryptographic module (e.g. for key 
loading, etc.).  Level 3 requirements include all Level 2 requirements, but add constraints 
to minimize threat of data compromise.  This usually takes the form of data zeroization 
circuitry.  It also requires identity-based authentication for security officers needing to 
access the processor system.  Level 4 is the highest standard and requires physical 
security that detects and responds to all unauthorized attempts at access.  In addition to 
Level 3 features, Level 4 provides for zeroization even when environmental conditions  
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Figure 1 A secure print architecture utilizing a secure print management server, secure 
print card, and print client software. 
 
such as temperature, voltage, are exceeded.  It is desirable to have FIPS 140-2 ratings of 
Level 3 and above on systems that are protecting critical information or processes.  With 
ratings of Level 3 and above it becomes very difficult to compromise or tamper with the 
software implementing defined security policies. 
                               
Figure 1 depicts a proposed secure print solution. It is comprised of a secure print card 
for the printer, a trusted print management server, and a secure client management 
application for a windows based client telemetry analysis workstation.  It is important to 
note that some of the policy capabilities of the print solution to be described can be 
enhanced if data to be output has “meta data” associated with it.  That is, information 
about the data to be output (e.g. is it classified etc.).  However, a significant number of 
security features can be derived from deploying the print solution and appropriately 
configuring the three elements. 
 

SECURE PRINT CARD 

The secure print card should be a FIPS 140-2 certified security module that fits within a 
LaserJet or Multi-Function Peripheral’s (MFP) expansion slot.  The secure printer card 
will provide the necessary framework to build an adaptable security infrastructure at the 



printer (since new system features will be able to be introduced via firmware running on 
the card). One exciting implication is that the card can not only be utilized on new 
printers but on existing LaserJet and MFPs already deployed in the oraganization.  Some 
of its capabilities include facilitating secure channels to clients, rejecting print jobs not 
approved by the print management server, and not actually printing data until the user has 
input a correct password. 

TRUSTED PRINT MANAGEMENT SERVER 

The trusted print management server should also be a FIPS 140-2 certified device.  It can 
provide additional policy, security and configuration management that is not available on 
an off-the-shelf print spooler. The trusted print management server will also provide a 
management and authorizing function for all security cards and individuals and is also 
responsible for enforcing the organizations security policy.  For instance it can insure that 
only certain types of data go to certain printers, or require that all un-encrypted print jobs 
go to it first for a virus scan.   It also supports trusted auditing and logging by utilizing a 
trusted audit server (a secure event logging device).  Every job processed by the 
management server can be securely noted, so that at any time reliable audits can be done 
of print outs initiated by users or print outs processed by printers. 

SECURE CLIENT APPLICATION 

The secure client management application provides for security functionality at the client.  
This software will facilitate secure communication with the secure print management 
server and provide an interface for returning password codes that must be input at the 
printer for output to initiate.  This application can be completely implemented in 
software.  Later implementations may employ a FIPS 140-2 certified plug-in PC card for 
enhanced security. 

A NEW TRUSTED DATA FLOW FOR TELEMETRY PRINT JOBS 

With a secure print infrastructure in place, security officers for the company must first 
define a secure print policy and communicate it to the print management elements.  It will 
probably encompass such notions as: 

• Required secure channel for client-print management server communication. 

• Required secure channel for print management server-print card communication. 

• Required auditing of all print jobs processed by the print management server. 

• Required password protected output to printers. 

• Required print management server intervention when printers receive un-secured 
jobs. 

Thus, when an analyst selects “print” on data of interest at his client workstation, a new, 
but much securer data flow will commence.  First a secure communication session will be 



established between the workstation client and the print management server.  This will 
typically be achieved by the end-points agreeing on a symmetric cryptographic key to use 
to secure data and exchanging that key utilizing public key technology.  TLS [2] and 
IPSec [3] use elements of this approach.  This will insure that print data will not be 
compromised while in transit to the management server.  Also note that once the data 
reaches the management server, it still cannot be compromised because the print data is 
maintained inside the management server FIPS 140-2 boundary.  The management server 
will insure that the client has selected an appropriate printer in light of the data 
classification, and it will also record the print request with the trusted audit server.  When 
the print job is ready to send to the printer, the management server will establish a secure 
session with the print card attached to the printer of interest.  After transferring the data, 
the print card will return a password to the print management server.  The password will 
be returned to the client (again over a secure channel).  The analyst will use this password 
at the print device.  Once the password is input at the print card, it will initiate printing 
action, thus insuring the analyst is present when the actual data is output. 

CONCLUSION 

While many steps have been taking to secure networks supporting telemetry data post 
processing and analysis, the print infrastructure of these networks generally remains at 
risk.  A secure print architecture comprising a secure print card at the printer, a trusted 
print management server, and a secure client management application for the analyst’s 
workstation is proposed to establish print trust.  A central theme of the solution is 
utilizing FIPS 140-2 technology in the architecture elements to facilitate trusted nodes at 
which print security policies can be defined and implemented.  An example was shown of 
how a simple print security policy might be applied to IT networks supporting telemetry 
analysis to better secure output data. 
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